FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Your Little Precious’s Joy Comes Highlights of the Summer Journey
Full Range of Family-Friendly Accommodation at Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong
It’s Convenient. It’s Affordable. It’s Fun!
Managed by Kosmopolito Hotels International

Ocean Park Suite

Kids’ amenities

Deluxe Family Quad Room

(Hong Kong, July 17, 2012) Summer is around the corner and it’s time to plan for travel…. with kids!
Understanding that travelling might be slightly more fussy when those little gorgeous are following you,
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong has specially designed a complete range of accommodation choices for the
family lovers. From double-double bedding to fun-filled theme suite, from kids’ amenities to a unique location.
Turn this summer to an unforgettable memory for everyone in the family!
Split no family. Family Quad’s double-double bedding is the best solution.
A true gem in the market, Deluxe Family Quad Room at Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is smartly designed
for four adults, or two adults with two children understanding the importance that family has to stay together
while on travel. Measured at a spacious 32 square metres / 340 square feet, the room boosts exhilarating
views across the bustling city skyline of Causeway Bay. Having children in mind, the room is also infused
with an array of kids-friendly amenities such as bathroom amenities for the skin-sensitive little bodies, kid’s
bathrobe, kid’s slippers, and something as thoughtful as kid’s toothbrush! What’s more, no extra bed
(meaning no extra cost) is required as 2 double beds are readily arranged – the secret solution to
accommodating 4 occupants comfortably in the room!
How does it sound if somebody could help to cut the room expense down half? Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong
Kong’s Deluxe Family Quad Room makes it happen as only one room is needed instead of two – budget
saver! Even more choices, triple room (for 3 occupants) and connecting rooms are also included in the wish
list to make any travel experience beyond expectation.
Enjoy theme park experience inside-out. One-of-a-kind Ocean Park Suite.
With a short 15-min ride from Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is one of the worldly most sought-after theme
parks – Ocean Park! Riding on the location convenience, the hotel has thoughtfully designed one-of-a-kind
Ocean Park Suite that offers a comfortable dwelling for family fun. Measured at a roomy 48 sqaure meters /
520 square feet capturing an open view of the city skyline and the race course greenery, the suite is
decorated with toys, curtain, bathrobe and a refreshing scent to fashion an Ocean atmosphere. It includes
also 3 Ocean Park admission tickets (2 adults and 1 child), a round-trip limousine service to and from Ocean
Park, as well as daily breakfast for 3. Coming along are as well an Ocean Park photo frame and key chain as

souvenir and a snack box for kids to keep the joy rolling. Our Ocean Park Suite ensures the theme park
experience is inside out!
Family-friendly service and amenities making a fuss free stay
We know what should be in the suitcase while bringing kids on travel because we are parents too! To ensure
your luggage won’t overload, the hotel has prepared all sorts of kids-friendly amenities such as kid’s survival
box (snacks box), cartoon DVD library, kid-size bathrobe/slippers/toothbrush set, and even a teddy bear toy
that would bring your sweet monster to a sweet dream. Free shuttle bus is available reaching up to 15
destinations on the island for families to save transportation cost and to make travelling more handy. Further
more, our promising concierge team has professional product knowledge to plan and recommend in-town
kids activities, any time during the stay.
A location to begin the summer joy
Located amid Causeway Bay and opposite Happy Valley racecourse, Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is the
perfect choice for family travelers. The hotel offers a point-to-point shuttle bus to Ocean Park with only a
15-min ride while only a 20-min bus ride away will reach Stanley where sight seeing spots such as Stanley
market, Stanley beach, heritage building Murray’s House are there. Also a 20-min bus ride will reach another
not-to-be-missed tourist spot – The Peak, where it is famous for offering the best view of Hong Kong atop.
Public bus stop is right on the doorstep ensuring easy access to Wan Chai, Admiralty, Wan Chai and further
to the rest of Hong Kong. For a more relaxing tour on the island, a tram stop is available outside the hotel
offering an economical means of transport for travelers to slowly indulge into a local experience.
Family packages are available with additional benefits such as free babysitting service and more. All
bookings of the Ocean Park Suite, family quad room and family packages receive an Ocean Park coupons
and discount booklet that equals a value of HK$280 (while stock lasts)!
Please contact us direct:
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong
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The four-star Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is situated on the former Chinese Xin Hua News Agency Building in
Wan Chai, boasting a distinguished address that typifies history and convenience to all focal shopping locations and
commercials landmarks in its vicinity. While all its 454 rooms and suites are competitively priced to offer guests stay of
unmatched value, its notable features designed with modern travelers’ need in mind combine to fashion a new
dimension of comfort.
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is a Michelin-recommended most comfortable hotel for 3 years in a row. The
recommendation
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its

outstanding
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and

comfortable

stay

environment

travelers. Cosmopolitan is managed by Kosmopolito Hotels International and a member of World Hotels.
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